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ABSTRACT

Keywords

Recent developments in robotics demonstrated that bioinspiration and embodiement are powerful tools to achieve
robust behavior in presence of little control. In this context morphological design is usually performed by humans,
following a set of heuristic principles: in general this can
be limiting, both from an engineering and an artificial life
perspectives. In this work we thus suggest a different approach, leveraging evolutionary techniques. The case study
is the one of improving the locomotion capabilities of an
existing bioinspired robot. First, we explore the behavior
space of the robot to discover a number of qualitatively
different morphology-enabled behaviors, from whose analysis design indications are gained. The suitability of novelty
search – a recent open-ended evolutionary algorithm – for
this intended purpose is demonstrated. Second, we show
how it is possible to condense such behaviors into a reconfigurable robot capable of online morphological adaptation
(morphosis, morphing). Examples of successful morphing
are demonstrated, in which changing just one morphological parameter entails a dramatic change in the behavior: this
is promising for a future robot design. The approach here
adopted represents a novel computed-aided, bioinspired, design paradigm, merging human and artificial creativity. This
may result in interesting implications also for artificial life,
having the potential to contribute in exploring underwater
locomotion ”as-it-could-be”.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Legged robotics is notoriously a challenging field. As in
other sub-fields of robotics, the bio-inspired approach turns
out to be a very effective paradigm [13]. Working at different
levels of abstraction and biomimetism, researchers produced
a number of remarkably simple designs for legged robots,
that are at the same time efficient and effective [8, 14, 7, 1].
Most of these robots (inspired by or contributing to the
field of embodied intelligence [20]) draw from nature in order
to facilitate the control: the idea is that, with a proper morphological design, the body can take over (at least partially)
the role of the controller. Biological and bio-mechanical
studies indeed demonstrated that the robust locomotion of
most animals is, to a large extent, the result of self-stabilizing
properties of their mechanical structure, see e.g. [9, 12]. As
a consequence, most of the aforementioned robots feature a
simple, periodic, open-loop control.
Having such a simple control, the morphological design becomes crucial to achieve an effective behavior leveraging the
interaction with the environment. Nonetheless this design
stage in robotics is usually performed by human experts,
that carefully engineer such robots to achieve meaningful
behaviors. This entails to take difficult decisions, selecting a
single configuration over a whole range of possible solutions,
in a design space whose dimension easily explodes also for
the simplest robots. Often the path towards the final design is guided by a set of heuristic principles [19], and when
experimental tests are performed to ”optimize” the design
for a given ecological niche, only a small portion of the design space can be explored due to practical limitations. In
addition, when highly dynamic behaviors are targeted, the
complex intertwining of physics phenomena ensure that the
result of such a procedure will be, almost certainly, suboptimal.
In general this human intervention can limit the possible outcomes of a bioinspired design process. This appears
to be true both from an engineering perspective (i.e. in

building the best robot for a given environment or application) and from an artificial life perspective, e.g. in exploring
”life-as-it-could-be” [15], producing real robots with surprising lifelike behaviors that deviate from those of biological
creatures. Methods from evolutionary robotics [4] can come
into play, as they demonstrated an enormous potential to
produce complex, functional, lifelike morphologies in simulation (from the seminal work of Karl Sims [24] to more
recent, exciting, demonstrations [6, 11, 2, 22]).
In this work our goal is not to evolve from scratch a completely new robot morphology, but rather to improve an
existing one [1] by redesigning it, capitalizing elements of
bioinspiration that resulted to be effective, but leveraging
evolutionary algorithms to explore alternative solutions in
a large design space. The emphasis is on morphology evolution in presence of a simple periodic open loop control.
We aim at discovering a number of novel, self-stabilized,
morphology-enabled, legged gaits with respect to the ones
currently exhibited by the robot. Doing so, design indications can be gained by analyzing the evolved morphologies.
The focus is thus different with respect to related works [28,
27, 3], in which the goal was mainly to evolve the control for
a fixed, kinematically complex, robot morphology.
In order to further develop the potential use of morphology to achieve diverse behaviors in presence of a very simple
control, we resort to another bioinspired concept: the one of
morphosis or morphing, i.e. the possibility to control morphological adaptation online (a concept that is related to
the broader one of morphological computation [10]). This
behavior has been observed in biology [26] and preliminary
work in this direction has also been done in robotics, mainly
for the design of mechanical solutions enabling it [21, 16].
Our methodology attempts to automatically discover candidate morphologies to perform and exploit morphological
adaptation online, in order to switch among diverse behaviors. Particularly, we are interested in investigating whether
it is possible to trigger a macroscopic change in the behavior
by modifying few (ideally one) morphological parameters.
Successful examples of this kind of morphing will be presented, and the possibility to build a reconfigurable robot
exploiting morphosis to switch among different behaviors is
envisioned (e.g. switching from running to swimming to
overcome an obstacle). Also, with respect to previous works
following similar approaches [25] (focusing on the evolution
of quasi-static gaits for terrestrial robots), the setting presented in this paper differs for several reasons. First, robots
will evolve in water environment, in which, with respect to
the terrestrial one, the importance of morphology is further
stressed. As it will be shown, a slight morphological change
has the potential to entail dramatic change in the resulting behavior. Second, the reference robot has the potential
to perform dynamic multi-modal locomotion (e.g. crawling, running, hopping, swimming), an uncommon feature in
legged robotic platforms. Third, we differ in the adopted
methodology.
We propose the adoption of genetic algorithms (GA) in
combination with a recently introduced evolutionary algorithm called novelty search [18] as a suitable tool to explore
the behavior space of a robot. Its ability to produce a large
and diverse set of solutions is highly desirable here, as it
can potentially mitigate the transfer problem (offering more
chances of success) when trying to translate some of the
insights gained in this work in a future robotic prototype.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time novelty
search is applied for such a purpose. A method to analyze
the results of the evolutionary run is also proposed, that allows the human designer to find candidate morphologies for
morphing that are close in morphology space but far apart
in behavior space. Eventually this procedure will allow us to
design systematically robots that are geared for morphosis,
exploiting embodiement to switch among different behaviors, thus being more adaptive and robust.
We propose this design flow as a general approach to mix
bioinspired embodied robot design and evolutionary computation, i.e. human and machine skills and creativity. This
methodology could potentially bring contributions to the
more general field of artificial life, evolving novel artificial
life forms that exploit some elements of bioinspiration (provided by humans) and suggesting more that are produced by
the evolutionary process, possibly deviating from the starting biological model. As for bioinspired robot design, an
advantage of this approach lies in the fact that the system
can be improved by the evolutionary process while being exposed (in simulation) to the actual task and environment.
This can potentially bring into the final design elements that
were overlooked in the bioinspiration process or that (although not present in the reference biological model) could
entail benefits in terms of performance or efficiency.

2.
2.1

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Reference robot

Our case study will be the PoseiDRONE robot [1] (Fig.
1a), a multi-purpose, soft, underwater robot inspired by the
octopus. The robot, composed for most part of soft materials, is made of three main units: a central body (meant
for jet-propelled swimming, not relevant to this study), a
legged module and a floating module. The legged module
comprises four soft silicone limbs, each of which is attached
to the rigid part of the robot via a thin, centrally embedded,
flexible beam of steel. Each leg is actuated in feed-forward
by a rotational motor via a three-bars mechanism, functionally inspired by the push-pull locomotion strategy of the
octopus [7]. The mechanism translates a circular rotation of
a crank into a pseudo-elliptical loop in the distal part of the
leg (Fig. 1b), suitable for locomotion. The floating module
can be inflated and deflated to change the robot density and
to shift its center of buoyancy. This aspect is peculiar as it
can be exploited to change the stance of the robot (e.g. to lift
a pair of legs to achieve bipedal locomotion [5]) or to initiate
dynamic phenomena (arising from the momentum between
buoyancy acting on the center of buoyancy – CoB, and gravity acting at the center of mass – CoM) that can be exploited
for locomotion. The robot demonstrates an effective, selfstabilized locomotion in water tank experiments, exhibiting
two kinds of legged gaits, i.e. crawling and bipedal walking
[1, 5] as configurations were varied. Particularly, mainly for
practical reasons, only two morphological parameters were
varied during experiments performed with the prototype,
i.e. the inclination of the floating module with respect to
the central body of the robot, and its inflation state, affecting the resulting robot density. By varying just these two
parameters some qualitatively different behaviors were observed: however, by exploring the full morphological space,
our work demonstrates that this robot could indeed exhibit
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Figure 1: (a) The PoseiDRONE robot in a water
tank, (b) detail of the leg mechanism.
a much wider range of morphology-enabled, multi-modal,
dynamic behaviors.

2.2

Simulated model

Starting from the robot described in Sect. 2.1 a general
model (Fig. 2) was developed and exploited to simulate alternative designs. An exhaustive description of the model is
out of the scope of this paper (the interested reader can refer
to [5]): in what follows only the most salient features will be
reported. Given that the locomotion of the robot is mainly
planar, the mathematical model describing its dynamics is
planar too, thus featuring three degrees of freedom: the position of the CoM (x and y coordinates) and the pitch angle
ϑ. Each leg is actuated by imposing a rotation of the corresponding crank around the center of rotation (CoR), at a
given, constant, angular speed ϑ˙r . The corresponding frequency is thus f = ϑ˙r /2π, and it can be different for front
and hind legs (ff ront , frear ). Moreover, an inter-leg phase
shift φinterleg can exist between the two legs of each pair
(front and hind pairs), as well as a front to rear phase shift
φf rontRear . From a dynamic point of view the soft legs are
described as mass-less spring-damper systems. Each leg exerts to the ground elastic and damping forces proportional
to the stiffness k and damping coefficient dr. In addition
to gravity, the model describes specific dynamics of the underwater setting, such as buoyancy forces, fluid drag, and
fluid dynamics effect induced by sculling movements of the
legs [23]. The central body is approximated with a sphere of
radius R: this simplifies the computation of relevant quantities such as the isotropic drag, body inertia and added mass.
Finally, a second order foot slipping model is also present.
The model embeds a considerable number of parameters (geometric, dynamic, related to materials, etc.) affecting the
resulting behavior of the robot, whose complex interrelation
is not easy to foresee. The ones that have been varied to
explore the behavior space of the robot are listed in Tab.
1. The model was implemented and numerically solved in
MATLAB R .

2.3

Optimization setup

The model described in Sect. 2.2 is used to explore the behavior space of the robot in simulation, by adopting genetic
algorithms (GAs). To conduct such an exploration novelty
search is suggested and adopted, operating on top of a standard genetic algorithm. To demonstrate the advantages of
this approach for the present study, a conventional objectivebased GA is first used to achieve a comparison baseline. In
the next sections we will describe the two optimization approaches in more detail.

Figure 2: Schematic view of the robot showing the
kinematic structure of the leg mechanism as well
as some of the geometric and dynamic parameters.
Legs are depicted in phase for simplicity. Detail
A highlights parameters governing contact forces,
while detail B highlights sculling forces that can be
exploited for swimming.

2.3.1

Encoding

The structure of the artificial genome is the same for both
settings (objective-based and novelty-based), embedding the
geometric, actuation and materials parameters described in
Tab. 1. Direct encoding is adopted, the resulting genome
length being 24. Some parameters are expressed as multipliers of other quantities in such a way to embed necessary constraints into the encoding and impose only boundary constraints.

2.3.2

Experimental details

The model was allowed to run for te = 25s for each
genome. All the robots are dropped from a constant distance to the floor. If a robot falls (i.e. touches the ground
with parts of the body other than feet) the event is detected and the simulation stops. Both the objective-based
and the novelty-based settings rely on a standard GA implementation from MATLAB’s Global Optimization Toolbox (real-coded linear constrained solver with bound constraints). Relevant GA parameters are listed in Tab. 2. All
the processing was performed in MATLAB 2013b R . Each
execution of the GA ran in parallel over 12 cores of a Workstation (Intel Xeon 3.07 GHz, 48GB RAM), for a total execution time of ∼ 48 h.

2.3.3

Objective-based GA

The objective-based setting serves as a baseline to highlight the benefits of novelty search in exploring the behavior
space of a robot. The adopted fitness is based on the space
traveled by each robot, normalized by a characteristic body
length (BL). The problem was formulated as a minimum,
and the fitness was thus defined as: f itness = −|sx /BL|,
where sx is the abscissa of the CoM at the end of the simulation, and BL = lf ront + lrear . Falling robots receive a
fixed positive penalty of 100, plus an additional penalty (the
longer the time a robot managed to keep the balance, the
lower the additional penalty): Pf all = d100 + 5 · (te − tf all )e,
where te is the total execution time and tf all is the falling
time.

2.3.4

Novelty-based GA

Novelty search [18] is a recently introduced open-ended
approach to evolutionary computation. Instead of maximiz-

Table 1: Model parameters composing the genome
and corresponding bounds. The indication ”x2”
means that two parameters of the described type
are present, one for hind legs, one for front legs.
Parameter
Description
Bounds
Geometry
R
Radius of the central spher- [0.05, 0.30] m
ical body
β
Inclination of the CoB with [−90, +90]◦
respect to the medial plane
bRmul
Multiplier determining the [0, 3]
distance b between CoB and
CoM (b = bRmul · R)
x2 - Multiplier determining
the length of the legs l
lM ul
[1, 2]
l = lM ul · (m + i)
x2 - Multiplier determining
the length of the cranks
mM ulI
[0.01, 0.95]
m = min(mM ulI · i,
mM ulR · R)
mM ulR
x2 - Multiplier determining [0.01, 0.95]
the length of the cranks (see
above row)
i
x2 - Distance of crank’s CoR [0.01, 0.40] m
from the spherical joint
α
x2 - Inclination of leg’s [0, 120]◦
mechanisms
Actuation
f
x2 - Rotation frequency of [−3, 3] Hz
the cranks (the sign encodes
the direction)
φinterleg
Phase shift between legs of [0, 360]◦
the same pair
φf rontRear Phase shift between frontal [0, 360]◦
and rear legs
Materials
λt
Tangential drag coefficient [0, 0.04] kg/m
of the legs
λn
Normal drag coefficient of [0, 0.15] kg/m
the legs
k
Stiffness of the legs
[50, 400] N/m
Damping reduction
factor
√
dr
[0.1, 1.5]
cda = dr · 2 k M
csf
Static friction coefficient
[0.1, 1]
Dynamic friction coefficient
cdf mul
[0.1, 0.9]
multiplier (cdf = cdf mul ·csf )
kg
ρr
Robot density
[1010, 1400] m
3

ing an explicit, task-based objective, it maximizes a novelty
metric, that quantifies how novel an individual is with respect to others that have been previously observed. Instead
of rewarding individuals performing well, the algorithm rewards individuals performing differently. Even in problems
in which a clear objective can be defined, novelty search
completely ignores the objective. Nevertheless, it was shown
that this strategy is effective in several scenarios, and it is
indeed capable of producing far better solutions with respect
to settings in which the objective is explicitly defined. Proposers of this algorithm suggest [18] that this could be due to
the fact that novelty search is most likely to reward counter-

Table 2: MATLAB GA settings.
Option
Value
GenomeSize
24
P opulationSize
800
CrossoverF raction
0.7
EliteCount
4
T imeLimit
Inf
Generations
70
CreationOperator
gacreationunif orm
SelectionOperator
gaselectionstochunif
CrossoverOperator
crossoverscattered
M utationOperator
mutationgaussian

intuitive intermediate solutions that are not appealing for an
objective-based algorithm, but that can, eventually, lead to
a far better final solution.
Here we adopt novelty search to explore the space of morphology enabled behaviors of a robot. This idea is appealing for a number of reasons. First, it has the potential to
encourage the production of diverse locomotion strategies
with respect to the ones already implemented in the reference robotic prototype and, possibly, also with respect to
the ones observed in nature. Second, it is capable of producing several alternative designs: this is highly attractive
with respect to the possibility to cross the reality-gap. Having a number of various designs to test into the real world,
potentially exploiting very different locomotion strategies,
the chances to achieve a successful transfer from simulation
to reality increase significantly. Third, it produces a potentially large set of alternative solutions in a single run, and
without the need to specify each time hand-crafted fitness
functions.
In order to apply novelty search to a problem, a novelty
score must be defined for each individual, being the scalar
quantity actually optimized by the algorithm. A possible
procedure to compute such a score is to first map each individual into a features space, and then apply a novelty metric
acting on such a space to quantify how novel an individual is with respect to previously observed ones. As for the
novelty metric (essentially a sparseness metric), the average
Euclidean distance to the k nearest neighbors is adopted as
in related works [18]. It has to be noted that, for each individual, the k nearest neighbors are searched in a set that
contains all the current population plus the so called novelty archive (a repository that keeps track of the most novel
individuals discovered during evolution).
Features are domain-specific, and should be defined in
such a way that by exploring novelty in the features space
interesting behaviors can be instantiated. In our setting
the behavior of each robot design is thus characterized by
a vector x of locomotion-related behavioral features defined
as x = (sx , sy , δf ront , δrear ) ∈ <4 , where sx and sy are,
respectively, the normalized space traveled in the x and y
directions, and δf ront and δrear are the mean duty factors
of front and rear legs (i.e. the percentage of time legs stay
in contact with the ground).
Resorting to the Euclidean distance, novelty search may
be biased towards exploring features with a bigger magnitude, while overlooking those with a smaller one. In general this is not desirable, as the algorithm may completely

ignore some of the features, ending up exploring just a portion of the behavior space. Therefore, before computing
the novelty score (at the end of each epoch), the following normalization is applied to the behavior space: x =
(x − xmin )/(xmax − xmin ), where x is the normalized
behavior vector, xmin , xmax are vectors containing, respectively, the minimum and maximum values for each feature,
and the division is intended as an element-wise vector operation. Novelty search was implemented on top of MATLAB’s
GAs following the C++ reference implementation by Joel
Lehman [17], the only difference being that in our setting the
Nadd most novel individuals of each generation are added to
the novelty archive (Nadd = 0.025 · P opulationSize).

2.4
2.4.1

Morphing
Morphing among close morphologies

The output of the evolutionary run is expected to be a
large set of different designs exhibiting diverse locomotion
strategies, that we would like to embed into a reconfigurable
morphing robot. The more morphological parameters must
be changed to entail a relevant behavior switch, the more
complex must be the robot to allow such a complete reconfiguration (e.g. in terms of additional actuators). It is thus
important to understand whether it is possible to achieve a
macroscopic variation in the behavior by changing the minimum number of parameters (ideally just one). In what
follows, we propose a search procedure to identify robot designs that are close in the morphology space, but far apart
in behavior space.

2.4.2

Searching for candidate morphologies

The output of novelty search comprised the final population and the novelty archive, the size of such a set being, in
our experiments, of 2200 individuals. The question arises of
how could we search for candidate morphologies to attempt
morphing in such a big set. Here we propose the following
procedure:
1. Normalize the genomes space (comprising the last population and the novelty archive) as explained in Sect.
2.3.4;
2. Perform a clustering procedure in morphology space
(Sect. 2.4.3);
3. Select a number of promising clusters to analyze (e.g.
in which the maximum speed is above a certain threshold);
4. Inside each of the promising clusters, rank individuals
for their speed, and select one candidate for morphing;
5. For each of the selected candidates search, within the
same cluster, for individuals that although being close
in morphology space (e.g. differing in just one parameter) maximally differ in their behavior, i.e. are far
apart in behavior space. Euclidean distance is employed to estimate proximity in such spaces. Among
them, select the candidate(s) for morphing;
6. Start simulating one of the selected morphologies and
trigger morphing at some point of the execution (multiple times, if multiple candidates were selected).
In this procedure the human designer actively re-enters into
the design process, evaluating which behaviors are more interesting, either for morphing, or because they embed promising design configurations that are most likely to be transferable to the real world at a later stage.

2.4.3

Details on the clustering procedure

For the experiments reported in this paper, agglomerative
hierarchical clustering was applied. This approach groups
data at different scales, creating a cluster tree (also called
dendrogram, Fig. 5). The procedure does not produce a
single set of clusters, but instead a multi-level hierarchy
that the designer can ”cut” to achieve clustering at different
scales. Standardized Euclidean distance was used to compute similarity, while agglomeration is based on unweighted
average distance. Clustering functions from MATLAB R
Statistics Toolbox were adopted.

2.5

Human-machine collaborative design

In the proposed methodology the human designer works
together with the evolutionary algorithm and the other computational tools during the design process, in a sort of collaborative design process. The goal is to preserve the best
from both worlds. The human designer first performs the
conceptual work needed to apply bioinspiration in a proper
manner. Clever bioinspired solutions devised by human designers in previous work (such as the leg mechanism and
the presence of soft limbs) are not overlooked, but instead
used to constrain the search space and simplify the job of
the evolutionary algorithm in finding simple, functional, and
effective robots. Also, constraining the algorithm to adopt
technical solutions that have been already implemented in
several prototypes ensures that evolved morphologies can
be actually built. The novelty-based evolutionary algorithm
then leverage these building blocks to explore different solutions in a ”creative” way. It can play with the basic morphology of the robot in any conceivable way, possibly deviating
(as we will show in Sect. 3) from the original biological
model. In this sense this methodology can provide hints for
alternative solutions with respect to the one observed in biology. The human designer then reenters the design process
with the important task of searching for interesting solutions
within the results of the evolutionary run.

3.
3.1

RESULTS
Novelty-based vs. objective based GA

An extensive comparison between the objective-based and
the novelty-based settings is beyond the scope of this work.
Here we report some experimental results to support the
idea that novelty search is suitable for the intended study,
comparing typical runs performed with the two approaches.
First, our experiments confirm previous observations [18]
suggesting that novelty search is indeed capable of outperforming objective-based algorithms even though it completely
ignores the objective. Fig. 3 shows the best horizontal
speed achieved at each generation by the two algorithms.
Although for novelty search this quantity is only one of the
four explored features (the others being vertical speed and
mean duty factors of front and hind legs) and there is no
pressure applied toward discovering faster robots, the algorithm outperforms the objective-based GA.
More relevant for our intended study is the comparison
reported in Fig. 4, in which the four features are plotted
for individuals produced by the two evolutionary runs. The
objective-based GA produces individuals that are concentrated in a narrow region of the behavior space. It can be
observed how the objective-based GA converges toward a
bipedal robot running backward (duty factors of front legs
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Figure 3: Speed of the fastest individual of each
generation: comparison of the objective-based and
novelty-based genetic algorithm. Novelty search
finds faster individuals (compare absolute values).
are null for almost all individuals). Basically the algorithm
returns one design, and individuals in the last run are mostly
slight variations of the same design, exploiting the same locomotion principle. In contrast, novelty search seems to explore the four dimensional behavior space as intended, producing a heterogeneous population. Qualitatively different
solutions can be observed. From the plot of space traveled,
it can be observed how novelty search produces robots that
travel not only forward and backward in the x direction,
but also swim in all possible directions (in contrast with
the objective-based setting, in which the space traveled in
y never exceeds 1BL). The production of qualitatively different solutions is confirmed by the plot of duty factors, in
which robots can be observed that exhibit a wide range of behaviors (bipedal – on both pairs of legs, quadrupedal, etc.).
Results thus suggest that novelty search can be effective
in exploring the behavior space of a robot and, as a consequence, its morphology space (given the marginal role of
the control in our setting). The final population contains a
rich repertoire of possible designs to search in. Hereafter the
focus will thus be on analyzing results of the novelty-based
evolutionary run.

3.2

Evolved morphologies and morphing experiments

We now analyze some of the designs extracted from the
final population that, in addition to exhibiting interesting
locomotion strategies, provided examples of successful morphing. Those designs are the result of the search procedure
described in Sect. 2.4.2. Fig. 5 shows a typical dendrogram, resulting from clustering in morphology space. The
cophenetic correlation coefficient – an index that measures
how faithfully the clustering preserves the structure in the
data – is 0.9043 (the closer to 1 the better). Fig. 6 details
some of the most interesting designs. Configurations discovered by novelty search suggest different, multi-modal, locomotion strategies, each embedding possible design choices.
For example, many designs suggest that, although being
originally designed for walking and running, the leg mechanism is indeed particularly effective to achieve swimming
by sculling. By keeping m ≈ i (as a reminder, m is the
length of the crank, i is the distance between the crank’s
CoR and the spherical joint), the distal parts of the legs
reach high speeds, thus generating high swimming forces.
According to experimental data this appears as a particularly effective strategy, confirmed by the fact that the fastest

Clusters

Figure 5: The dendrogram resulting from the clustering in morphology space, and a possible cut.

robot is indeed a swimming one. As for morphing, the diverse final population offers multiple alternatives to perform
it, switching among qualitatively different behaviors. Examples of successful morphing are reported in Fig. 6. Note that
in those examples varying just one parameter resulted to be
enough to entail a macroscopic variation in the behavior
(e.g. switching from running to swimming). Although here
omitted for space constrains, an in-deep analysis of evolved
behaviors reveals very elaborated solutions, regularities, and
embodiement properties (e.g. effective locomotion leveraging passive dynamics). Finally, although evolved behaviors
appear natural and life-like in many cases, lot of the evolved
designs deviate from any conceivable biological model, therefore suggesting novel ways to locomote underwater.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

Results confirm our hypothesis that novelty search is indeed a suitable tool to explore the behavior and morphology space of a robot. Also, the proposed methodology for
human-machine collaborative design proved to be effective
in order to design self-stabilized legged robots, mixing the
strengths of both worlds. The human designer enters into
the design process when conceptual work is needed to apply bioinspiration in a proper manner, as well as when results of an evolutionary process must be analyzed. On the
other hand, the evolutionary algorithm is able to explore
a huge behavior space, producing a wide range of effective alternative solutions. Morphing was also demonstrated,
encouraging to build a reconfigurable robot exploiting selfstabilization to switch among different behaviors. In this
regard it was also demonstrated that in water environment
a single parameter is enough to determine macroscopic variations in the resulting behavior. From a design perspective,
some of the most interesting parameters to exploit for morphing have been identified. Design indications were gained
(as for example the suitability of the three-bar leg mechanism for performing sculling-based swimming) and more can
still be gained by further analyzing evolved designs. From an
artificial life perspective novel underwater ”creatures” have
been produced in simulation that exhibit surprising behaviors, in some cases resembling biological creatures, in some
other completely deviating from biological examples.
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Figure 6: Simulation results: some of the evolved morphologies and examples of successful morphing. Morphing
from one morphology m1 to another morphology m2 is implemented as a gradual linear transformation in
morphology space, occurring in a predefined time (morphingT ime) A) A quadruped design resembling some
kind of fast terrestrial quadruped (e.g. antelopes). The robot shows functional differentiation of front and
hind legs. Hind legs provide powerful swimming strokes during the flight phase, modifying the ballistic
trajectory of the robot and accelerating its descent towards the ground. Frontal legs absorb the subsequent
impact, then releasing energy and making the robot bounce. Around t = 11s the β parameter (Tab. 1) is
decreased, with the effect of tilting the robot backward: the robot starts swimming. Shortly after t = 15s, β is
brought back to the original value: the robot absorbs the impact with the ground and converges again toward a
terrestrial gait. B) A bipedal robot that uses hind legs to push himself forward (front legs disappeared during
evolution). Fluid resistance helps the robot to balance. At t = 15s the length of the rear cranks is increased,
entailing a change in the trajectory of rear feet. As a consequence the gait changes considerably. C) Another
bipedal design, this time exploiting front legs to run (hind legs disappeared during evolution). Around t = 6s
the β parameter is decreased (similarly to A), tilting the robot backward: the robot starts to swim. D) This
robot is tilted toward its front side, and exploits frontal legs to run. However, it has a functional pair of hind
legs that, although being deactivated, appear to be optimized for swimming (m ≈ i). Around t = 8s rear legs
are activated with a forward rotation: the robot inverts its motion and starts swimming backward. Around
t = 11s the β parameter is brought close to zero: this redirects the swimming propulsive action of rear legs,
bringing the robot closer to ground. Around t = 14.57s the rotation applied to hind legs is inverted: when the
robot touches the ground, it converges to a hopping terrestrial gait. Other configurations are here omitted
for space constraints.

